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Executive Summary 
 

 

 SafeMedia Corporation ("SafeMedia") submits these comments in response to the 

Commission consultation launched in the context of the Creative Content Online initiative. 

SafeMedia is a global technology company that provides effective, cost-efficient and 

easily implemented network security solutions designed to address digital piracy of copyrighted 

content.  SafeMedia‟s response relates mainly to question 11 of the consultation paper, as 

SafeMedia provideseffective technology relevant to that question. 

Today‟s higher speed broadband networks combined with the popularity of P2P 

applications make it relatively simple for users to find and steal copyrighted content. SafeMedia 

has developed a solution “Clouseau” that addresses this problembyallowing ISPs to selectively 

block or unblock up to 650 different P2P applications / networks thus allowing an extremely 

targeted solution.  This flexibility allows reporting and then corrective action if requested or 

required.  Moreover, corrective action does not in any way violate a user‟s privacy and only 

prevents infringed copyright file downloads or uploads. 

Our network-management appliance is the only solution that can selectively capture and 

prevent the illegal file sharing of copyrighted content and in parallel, stop all “encrypted”traffic 

carrying online copyright infringements.   

SafeMedia‟s technology has the advantage of addressing the very system, whichmakes 

copyright infringement possible, including notably P2P filesharing systems.  P2P client software 

can cause inadvertent file sharing and/or immediate upload (for peer download) of files on the 

users‟ computer without the knowledge and/or consent of the user. For example, inadvertent file 

sharing and P2P application redistribution features will copy from one user‟s computer legally 
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purchased copyrighted material to all other peers on the P2P network. This can also lead to 

sharing infringing downloads unintentionally as well as making visible to all peers sensitive 

personal material on the user‟s computer (which can lead to identity theft). We therefore believe 

that targeting the “pirate” networks, which facilitate these actions, is a very efficient way of 

addressing piracy.  

As for DRM systems we believe that interoperability of these systems could indeed 

support the development of online creative content services by allowing the local user to share 

legally downloaded content onto a users local devices like iPODs, or home entertainment 

systems.  However, when it comes to online piracy it should be noted that DRM technology 

largely fails to protect content distributed across the Internet, since all DRM content can be 

easily transferred to Analog format and quickly re-saved as non-DRM digital content. This 

“analog hole” is a fundamental and inevitable vulnerability for any DRM copy prevention 

design.  Large-scale copyright infringers can duplicate copy-protected works fairly easily using 

analog means and then exploit reproduction into standard digital formats. This does not, 

however, mean that DRM systems are not important, as DRM can serve many purposes. 

As noted above SafeMedia believes that filtering is perfectly feasible and SafeMedia offers 

such an effective technology (“Clouseau”). Moreover, it is important to note that SafeMedia’s 

technology, in line with other filtering technologies, doesnot slow down trafficand can be 

implemented as a fully automated process 

 

Our clients confirm that our solution effectively prevents copyright piracy.  Schools, 

Corporations, Law firms and Accounting firms have installed SafeMedia technology.  For Law 

& Accounting firms, client confidentially requires safeguarding legal briefs, financial 

statements, depositions, tax forms, malpractice reviews and the likes.  Clouseau‟s filtering 
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technology stops P2P applications from access or distributing these files. Corporations use 

Clouseau‟s filtering to increase bandwidth utilization while protecting against the theft of 

confidential content.   

Filtering at the ISP level is feasible and required for an ISP to remain competitive.  

SafeMedia offers (2) filtering options for ISPs.  Both options offer the flexibility to meet the 

needs of any ISPs Network Topology.  Home users gain the extra benefits of having faster 

access speeds and protection from inadvertent identity theft.   

 Clouseau filtering technology has a proven track record of performance.  Our clients and 

testing facility has validated less than .2Ms latency over a fully saturated 1 GB network.  The 

testing suite used is designed to blast the network beyond its practical bandwidth capacity.  We 

also offer a 10-40 GB option for larger scale networks. 

All our filtering appliances were designed to be fully automated and perform an 

automatic stealth update based on the users time preference.  Once the update is completed, the 

appliance drops its IP address for maximum security and isolates “Clouseau” from hackers and 

other malicious activities. No user intervention is required saving businesses‟ ISPs and other 

support costs.  We offer (3) notification or reporting options for infringing file detections.  The 

ISP will be alerted that a specific IP address on their network is engaged in infringing activity.  

We recommend the creation of a diverse online creative content delivery system that 

monetizes the delivery of digital content without allowing piracy of the digital asset.   

SafeMedia supports the commission in its efforts to achieve a thriving online market in 

content by addressing existing obstacles, notably the obstacle of mass-scale online piracy.  Our 

technology solution includes a digital distribution system harmoniously locked and verified by 

our P2P technology. This provides a safe and secure network, which will promote, encourage 

and accelerate the deployment of an online distribution of creative content. 
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The rest of this document examines the details on how to prevent digital piracy along 

with answers to some of the specific questions posed in your document.  We welcome an 

opportunity to discuss these comments with the Commission. 
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Background data supporting SafeMedia’s Comments 

SafeMedia's vision is to provide a safe and secure Internet experience for all users free 

from the dangers associated with peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.  SafeMedia's network 

management tools alleviate the network congestion created by P2P networks, prevent the illegal 

distribution of copyright digital content and the theft of proprietary information over P2P 

networks.  This technology protects the property of copyright content owners while thwarting 

individual identity theft. 

The Internet is a versatile and powerful tool that has revolutionized daily life.  The 

virtually unlimited applications of the Internet provide a platform for innovation across today‟s 

economy.  Although the Internet serves as a helpful resource, it is also increasingly a source of 

dangerous and sometimes criminal activity, which can have a significant financial, legal and 

national security impact on Government‟s, Corporation‟s and home based subscribers.  One such 

source of danger arises from the use of certain P2P networks. Several common P2P 

programming designs, like automatic redistribution, coerce users to inadvertently share files 

without their knowledge.  These files may contain copyrighted, confidential, child pornography 

or classified information. 

P2P networks are a product of the late 1990's.  Despite the fall of the dot.com era and the 

demise of Napster, the number of P2P networks and the size of their libraries continue to grow.  

Researchers from the United States Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College estimate that 

at any given time P2P networks host nearly ten million users worldwide which is double the 
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number of users as were present three years ago.
1
  These estimates do not reflect those users who 

engage in P2P over Bit Torrent networks for which data is difficult to obtain.
2
Some BitTorrent 

networks engage in online piracy, while others maintain high legal standards.  “Clouseau” can 

selectively target the illegal networks while allowing all legal networks to pass freely.   

P2P users are not limited to individuals of any particular income, race, sex, or nationality, 

but are commonly young (29 and under), technologically adept, and interested in music.
3
  P2P 

users are located in small towns or international cities, the living room or the boardroom, and in 

the college classroom or governmental offices. 

While P2P users are increasingly aware that there are legal concerns associated with 

unauthorized file sharing, few users know about the additional dangers posed by P2P networks.  

In 2007, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) released a report entitled 

Filesharing Programs and "Technological Features to Induce Users to Share."
4
 Jon Dudas, the 

Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property, opened the report with the following 

statement: 

“File sharing programs threaten more than just the copyrights that have made the 

United States the world's leading creator and exporter of expression and 

innovation: They also pose a real and documented threat to the security of 

personal, corporate, and governmental data”.
5
 

 

This report found that five of the most popular P2P programs included a combination of up to 

five features that induced P2P users to share documents - often without the users‟ explicit 

                                                 
1
 M. Eric Johnson et al. The Evolution of the Peer-to-Peer File Sharing Industry and the Security Risks for Users, 

IEEE Computer Society, p. 2  (Jan.7, 2008) (Proceedings of the 41st Annual Hawaii International Conference on 

System Sciences) available at http://csdl2.computer.org/comp/proceedings/hicss/2008/3075/00/30750383.pdf.   
2
 Id. 

3
 Id. at 5. 

4
 Thomas D. Sydnor II et al. Filesharing Programs and "Technological Features to Induce Users to Share," United 

States Patent and Trademark Office (November, 2006), available at 

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/copyright/oir_report_on_inadvertent_sharing_v1012.pdf.  
5
 Id. at i. 

http://csdl2.computer.org/comp/proceedings/hicss/2008/3075/00/30750383.pdf
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/copyright/oir_report_on_inadvertent_sharing_v1012.pdf
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knowledge.
6
  Despite scrutiny of these features by governmental agencies and independent 

researchers and the adoption of the "Code of Conduct"
7
 by P2P networks, little has changed to 

limit the vulnerability of P2P networks and the amount of illegal activities they generate. 

The 2007 USPTO report was more than a mere intellectual exercise.  Software designs 

incorporated into P2P software that promote file sharing have made P2P networks an attractive 

financial environment for criminal activity.  By inducing (or "duping") users into sharing files 

inadvertently, P2P networks create the capability for confidential and proprietary information to 

find its way onto the network.  Once the information is leaked onto P2P networks, it is available 

for anyone to download and can never be recovered or removed.  The vulnerability of P2P 

networks became apparent in November 2006 when eight individuals were indicted in Denver, 

Colorado USA, for stealing the identity of P2P users over the popular network LimeWire.
8
  

These individuals were able to secure over $70,000, which was used to purchase 

methamphetamines and retail goods for personal use.
9
  Then again in September, 2007, when a 

Seattle, Washington man was indicted for individual identity theft after stealing personal 

identification information from tax returns inadvertently shared without the user's knowledge or 

permission on P2P networks.
10

  To test the vulnerability of a P2P network, the Tuck School of 

Business researchers placed actual credit card and phone card information on a P2P network to 

track the use of confidential information shared via P2P.
11

   Within one week, the balance on the 

                                                 
6
 Id. at 1-4. 

7
 Available at http://wiki.morpheus.com/~p2punited/code.php.  

8
 Press Release, Denver District Attorney Mitchell R. Morrissey, Id Thieves Charged in 115-Count Indictment (Nov. 

30, 2006) available at 

http://www.denverda.org/News_Release/Releases/2006%20Release/Sarrasin,%20Adams%20and%20Stesney%20in

dictment.pdf.  
9
 Id. 

10
 Indictment, United States District Court for the Western District of Washington at Seattle, United States v. 

Gregory Thomas Kopiloff  (Sept. 5, 2006) available at 

http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/dayart/pdf/kopiloffindictment.pdf.  
11

 M. Eric Johnson et al, supra note 1, at 7. 

http://wiki.morpheus.com/~p2punited/code.php
http://www.denverda.org/News_Release/Releases/2006%20Release/Sarrasin,%20Adams%20and%20Stesney%20indictment.pdf
http://www.denverda.org/News_Release/Releases/2006%20Release/Sarrasin,%20Adams%20and%20Stesney%20indictment.pdf
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/dayart/pdf/kopiloffindictment.pdf
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credit card was fully depleted and within two weeks the phone card minutes was depleted on 

internationally based phone calls.
12

  Because it is often difficult to determine exactly where 

proprietary information is taken, it is likely that the theft of such information over P2P networks 

is even more widespread than is currently known. 

A broadband (ISP) network operator has a significant obligation to provide its users with 

the fastest, safest, and most reliable Internet possible.  In doing so, the broadband network 

operator should respect a users individual privacy rights. SafeMedia‟s technology provides a 

solution, which works in full respect of the user‟s privacy. 

Additionally, Internet service providers (ISPs) have a phenomenal broadband traffic 

management issue that requires unique management tools to ensure each consumer is adequately 

and fairly serviced.  ISPs generally use the defector standard border gateway protocol (BGP) to 

manage traffic on their network.  Most P2P systems, however, implement their own routing on 

top of the Internet in the form of an overlay network. In most cases P2P routing no longer uses 

the standard BGPprotocols butrather queries are disseminated bymassive flooding, random walks 

for unstructured P2P networks, or a distributed hash tables (DHT)-based routing system. In all 

instances, this creates two independent routing systems: the P2P overlay and the ISP‟s BGP 

routing system. If the ISP changes its routing (e.g. for traffic engineering reasons) the P2P 

system may in turn adapt its overlay, thereby changing the assumptions underlying the traffic 

engineering decisions.  If the P2P overlay changes its network, it impacts the traffic flow again, 

which may cause the ISP to change its routing, this in turn may cause the P2P overlay to change 

its network yet again.  Having two routing systems causes poor performance for all Internet users 

and decreases the efficiencies and effectiveness of the Internet.  As a result, it costs Broadband 

operators more to maintain the network and these expenses are passed on to the subscribers in 

                                                 
12

 Id. 
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the form of higher access charges.  Hence, the two routing systems currently can be viewed as 

competitors.
13

 

Broadband operators have unique concerns about the risks and liabilities created by the 

use of P2P networks on their system.  SafeMedia technology assists broadband network 

operators and users of the Internet to successfully manage those risks and ultimately lower the 

costs for subscribers.  

SafeMedia‟s network management systems are currently deployed and operating 

successfully in schools such as Pine Crest Preparatory School, law offices such as 

Kain&Valisky, PA, and in public accounting firms such as KMC in Fort Lauderdale, FL. 

 

 

Comments related to DRM in the context of piracy. 

DRM technology largely fails to protect content distributed across the Internet, since all 

DRM content can be easily transferred to Analog format and quickly re-saved as non-DRM 

digital content. This analog holeistherefore a fundamental and inevitable vulnerability for any 

DRM copy prevention design.  Large-scale copyright infringers can easily duplicate copy-

protected works using analog means than exploit reproduction into standard digital formats. 

Once digital information is converted to a human-perceptible (analog) form - as it must 

be, given the analog nature of our human senses - it is a simpleprocessto digitally recapture that 

analog reproduction in an unrestricted form, thereby circumventing the restrictions placed on 

                                                 
13

 John Kubiatowicz. Extracting Guarantees from Chaos, Communications of the ACM, Vol 46, No. 2, at 33-38 

(Feb. 2003) available at http://oceanstore.cs.berkeley.edu/publications/papers/pdf/CACM-kubiatowicz.pdf; Thomas 

Karagiannis et al., Transport Layer Identification of P2P Traffic, Microsoft Research Program (Oct. 25-27, 2004) 

available at http://research.microsoft.com/%7Ethomkar/papers/imc04.pdf; Norton, William B., The Evolution of the 

U.S. Internet Peering Ecosystem (Nov. 19, 2003) available at 

http://www.equinix.com/pdf/whitepapers/PeeringEcosystem.pdf.   

http://oceanstore.cs.berkeley.edu/publications/papers/pdf/CACM-kubiatowicz.pdf
http://research.microsoft.com/~thomkar/papers/imc04.pdf
http://www.equinix.com/pdf/whitepapers/PeeringEcosystem.pdf
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copyrighted digitally distributed work. 
14

 That being said DRM remain important tools for right 

holders. 

QUESTION 11: Do you consider that applying filtering measures would be an effective way to 

prevent online copyright infringements? 

 SafeMedia concurs that applying filtering measures would be an effective way to prevent 

online copyright infringements.  Our network-monitoring appliance can capture and drop 

the illegal file sharing of copyrighted content and in parallel, stop all “encrypted” online 

copyright infringements. 

 Many illegal copyright transfers today use encryption. Our unrivaled design will detect 

encrypted files while not violating the senders’ individual privacy. 

 Adding filtering measures may create apprehension about network performance.  Our 

solution operates at near (full) network speed and thus eliminates this worry      SafeMedia’s 

testing suite and clients confirm that we capture all piracy and offer an excellent solution 

for this complicated problem. 

Filtering is feasible.  

 Schools, Corporations, Law firms and Accounting firms have SafeMedia technology 

installed.  Clouseau‟s application filtering isolates our client‟s networks from inadvertent file 

sharing and stops the illegal redistribution of copyrighted digital content.  For Law & 

Accounting firms, client confidentiality requires safeguarding legal briefs, financial 

                                                 
14 See http://analogwhole.com/home and http://bpdg.blogs.eff.org/archives/000113.html 

http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20051218-5797.html 

 

http://analogwhole.com/home
http://bpdg.blogs.eff.org/archives/000113.html
http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20051218-5797.html
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statements, depositions, tax forms, malpractice reviews and the likes.   Clouseau‟s filtering 

technology stops P2P applications from access or distributing these files. 

 Corporations use Clouseau‟s filtering to increase bandwidth utilization while protecting 

against the theft of confidential content.     

 Filtering at the ISP level is feasible and required for the ISP to remain competitive.  

SafeMedia offers (2) filtering options for ISPs.  The first approach would be to integrate the 

filter at the customer‟s location by embedding the device into a standard DSL or Cable 

modem.  This edge implementation offers the greatest value since blocking illegal P2P 

occurs at the closest point to the problem.  Additional, the ISP automatically reclaims their 

upstream / downloads bandwidth, which allows them to offer a better service (faster speeds) 

and new products or services.  ISPs also save the often hidden but significant internal cross-

region peering charges.  Since P2P applications rarely find content (less than 20%) on the 

local backbone, the ISP must pay another ISP (peering costs) as there content request crosses 

over other competitive ISP networks.   

 The second ISP option for filtering is to install our higher capacity appliance on the carriers 

network backbone.  For DSL provides this would occur upstream from theirDSLAMs and 

for Cable providers it would occur upstream of their CMPF aggregation device.  Although 

this option provides benefits similar to an edge deployment, by increasing network speeds 

and eliminating peering costs, it doesn‟t totally address the full issue of monitoring and 

blocking illegal file sharing.  Depending on the carriers internal network topology, pockets 

of Darknet could exist and allow sharing of infringement files. Bear in mind this could be 

scaled down and limited to the size of the local Darknet.  Backbone deployment does offer 

quicker implementation and minus the limited number of Darknet, covers every ISP 
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subscriber. Home users gain the extra benefits of having faster access speeds and protection 

from inadvertent identity theft.   

Filtering does not slow down traffic 

 

 SafeMedia‟s Clouseau filtering technology has a proven track record of performance.  Our 

testing facility has validated less than 0.2Ms latency over a fully saturated 1 GB network. On 

the Clouseau 1000, we run approx 818,000 packets per second for a total of 935mb/sec with 

a 93% utilization of the NIC card.  Clouseau assumes that the 818,000 packets/sec are a 

combination of concurrent connections.  The testing suite used is designed to blast the 

network beyond its bandwidth capacity.   

 We also offer a 10-40 GB option for larger scale networks.  Testing results are similar and 

offer an average of 0.2Ms latency.   

Filtering can be implemented as a fully automated process and does not interfere with 

communications or privacy 

 

 SafeMedia‟s Clouseau filtering appliance was designed to be fully automated and never 

invades users‟ privacy.  Our device performs and automatic (stealth) update based on the 

users time preference.  Once the update is completed, the appliance drops its IP address for 

maximum security.  We offer (3) notification or reporting options for infringing file 

detections.  The ISP will never know the content of the packets, but will be alerted that a 

specific IP address on their network is engaged in infringing activity.   
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The costs impact of P2P networks 

 

 Costs cover several key categories‟.  ISP CAPex costs for infrastructure build out are the 

largest.  Since P2P applications are designed to use „all‟ network bandwidth for free, the 

investments that ISPs make in networks can never be fully monetized as new revenue.   

 Peering costs are the second major category.  This cost varies by carrier, but every ISP is 

faced with back-end charges from P2P applications that cross over regional or international 

boundaries.    

 ISP have also deployed caching servers to help increase the performance and efficiency for 

local subnets.  Although cache servers help with HTTP type requests, they rarely help 

eliminate the issue‟s created by P2P application.  Cache servers can also present a potential 

legal liability since they eventually cache illegal copyrighted files.  The ISPs cache server in 

effect becomes an infringing peer to the P2P applications running on the network. 

SafeMedia‟s Clouseau filtering technology is priced like other standard network appliance 

devices, but corrects the ISP cost structures by eliminating the extra peering costs, reclaiming 

the CAPex infrastructure investments and increasing the overall network utilization, 

performance and efficiency.    

No “false positives”: 

 

 No single technology solution exists that can decide what legal content exists on illegal 

networks.  It is possible to combine our “Clouseau” solution with other technologies to filter 

out the illegal networks and selectively pass on legal content for further evaluation.  This 

possibility does exist and to some extent can be designed to solve most of the requirements.  

When illegal and legal content co-exist on the same P2P network, a decision to allow some 
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or all needs to be made.  SafeMedia can offer an option to re-direct web based users to sites 

that are legal.  We can also selectively allow blocking or un-blocking of specific P2P 

networks.  Although this is not advisable, it would allow a P2P network time to clean up its 

network from illegal content while continuing to allow legal file sharing. 

SafeMedia uses a technology referred to as P2P Disaggregator (P2PD) to monitor, detect, 

intercept, capture and drop all contaminated (illegal) P2P network traffic; encrypted or non-

encrypted.  Key to its P2PD approach is the prevention of user upload and downloads to 

“contaminated P2P networks”.  SafeMedia uses a “black” and “white” definition for 

contaminated P2P networks.  SafeMedia also offers ISPs and users an option to monitor P2P 

traffic and selectively decide which traffic to allow and what traffic to block.  Our notification 

module can alert network managers and ISP monitoring centers of users who are using infringing 

P2P networks and offers (3) easy ways to notify the user.  

The definition of contaminated illegal networks is derived from the design, implementation 

of the actual client software programs used in P2P networks and the patterns of upload traffic 

created by P2P networks: The foundation of this definition is the condition where the P2P client 

software causes (inadvertent) file sharing and/or immediate upload (for peer download) of files 

on the users‟ computer without the knowledge and/or consent of the user. These two features, 

(inadvertent) sharing and lack of user consent constitute digital piracy. For example, inadvertent 

file sharing and P2P application redistribution features will copy from one user‟s computer 

legally purchased copyrighted material to all other peers on the P2P network. This can also lead 

to sharing infringing downloads unintentionally as well as making visible to all peers sensitive 

personal material on the user‟s computer (which can lead to identity theft). 
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SafeMedia has several product offerings that incorporate its P2PD technology into customer 

premise equipment (CPE) either for the consumer mass market, wireless Hotspots or business 

market segment.   SafeDSL™ and SafeCABLE™ embed the technology into existing modems. 

SafeDSL™ and SafeCABLE™ are compatible with all modem manufacturers, and with all ISP 

service providers. CLOUSEAU™ is a network appliance, which can also be implemented on a 

business subnet to block illegal file sharing protecting corporations, government agencies, and 

educational institutions. The Clouseau network device is available at four performance levels: 

10/100 Mb, 500 Mb, 1 Gb, 10 Gigabit and 40 Gigabit networks. 

Each of the devices includes a library of fingerprints and DNA markers for contaminated P2P 

and Bit Torrent protocols/clients along with intelligent library and a neural network of traffic 

patterns. Clouseau then monitors all packets for fingerprints and DNA markers in outgoing and 

incoming communications and based on user configuration drops packets that meet the 

established profile in the neural network or the intelligent library. CLOUSEAU™ causes little to 

no latency impact on the network. 

Since the P2P threat is constantly evolving and changing, each device is remotely updated 

every three hours in order to rapidly respond to changes in both protocols and/or their associated 

clients. P2PD is also set to monitor packet flows and adapt its technique based on network and 

application pattern matching. 

SafeJOY is the 2
nd

 part of SafeMedia solution that interfaces with Clouseau, to provide a 

secure digital delivery network that protects copyrighted content and its monetized value. 

SafeJOY can only be accessed by Clouseau users.  SafeJOY and Clouseau work together and 

provide the only complete and secure solution for digital content delivery networks. Digital 

Internet Distribution System™ (DIDS™): SafeJOY™ is the web implementation of the Digital 

Internet Distribution Solution™ (DIDS™) integrated with our Peer-To-Peer Disaggregator 
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technology (P2PD™); providing a lock and key digital distribution system that guarantees the 

user downloading the copyrighted content cannot intentionally or unintentionally re-distribute 

the downloaded content on the free-for-all P2P networks. SafeJOY™ deploys an asynchronous 

distributed database technology, which maximizes availability and response time performance, 

and is designed specifically for distributing millions of digital media files globally. For the first 

time ever, SafeMedia's technology creates a safe digital content delivery system on the internet 

which monetizes non-performing assets for the Digital Content providers (entertainment 

industry, digital games, software, EBooks... Etc.) and preserves the value of their copyrighted 

digital assets while reducing the risk of inadvertently disclosing personal, business or national 

security information which can be detrimental. 
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      SAFEMEDIA CORPORATION 
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